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In this era of Information Technology (IT), the development of technology in many instances where everything was walking along, many influential technologies in daily life - today. Therefore it should be every company has an information system that good. Also the case with one of the services, construction companies, namely PT. Karya Prima Foundation which is a company engaged in the service konstrusi equipment - heavy equipment and erection services nail earth. PT. Karya Prima Foundation has a lot of employees, the company gives bonuses to employees at the time the project is done declared finished. PT. Karya Prima foundation gives a fee is still done manually, then one way to be applied by the author in providing solutions to today's problems is to adopt a "Decision Support System Fee on employees at PT. Karya Prima Method Using Weighted Product Base ". In making this application, the author uses Linear sequential model cycle, as well as the programming language PHP, Javascript and the database is MySQL. Aplkasi is expected to help the company PT. Karya Prima foundation in the process of awarding bonuses to employees.
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